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This month we begin a three-pert series on basic
antenna information written by our own Lew McCoy,
W1ICP. Included will be some antennas you can build
and helpful hints on improving your station.

Basic Antenna Information
Part I

BY LEW McCOY· . WlICP

F rom the mail I receive, I note that no
mailer how many times I write about bas
ic antenna infor mation or feed lines, I still
get requests for more. A lot of the mail
comes from new amateurs, plus there is
the continued intense interes t in anten
nas by just about everyone else. When I
Hsten on the air, I f ind that while antennas
seem to be the main topic of discussion ,
there is a lack of basic knowledge on the
subject. So here is another round, plus
some cheapv antennas worth trying .

Feed Impedance-What Is It?

Every antenna must be led radto trequen
cy energy(RF)from the rig in order for the
antenna 10 radiate , (That statement is
certainly basic !) Where we attach the
feed line 10 the antenna isof course called
the feed point (see fig. 1). The feed point
contains three different properties (only
two if the antenna is exactly resonant).
O ne of these is the radiat ion resistance ,
which is not a t rue resista nce , but is that
part of the antenna feed point that cou
ples the RF to space and results in rad ia
tion. The radiat ion resistance is the im
portant part of the feed point.

Next we have ohmic resistance ,which
is real resistance _This exists in the anten
na wire , plus any hardware directly in the
antenna, and the resistance in such
things as insulators (or traps). Ohmic re
sistance is strictly a loss as far as the an
tenna is concerned. Any power is dissi
pated as heat in the ohmic resistance.

The last item in the feed point is reac
tance , which is also expressed in ohms.
Reactance only exists when an antenna
is operated off resonance . In other
words,an antenna that is purely resonant
will have no reactance. However , we can
norma lly thin k of an antenna as only be
ing purely resonant on a kiloHertz or two.
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Fig. 1- This is a simple dipole. The feed
point as discussed in the text is at X - X

Whenever we change frequency from
such a point , we introduce reactance, so
the majority of the time we have reac
tance present.

11 an antenna is too long for a frequen
cy , it has induc tive reactance; if it is too
short , it has capacitive reactance . While
reactance is expressed in ohms, you can
not dissipate power in a reactance. The
reactance acts- in the simplest of lan
guage-as a gate or a door that stops the
flow of power to the antenna. In order to
get power into or through the impedance,
you must introduce an equal amount of
the opposite reactance into the ci rcuit ,
which will cancel out the other reac
tance . This is called " tu ning out the reac
tance." Once an amateur understands
reactance, antennas and their feeding
become much c leare r.

Therefore , we lind that the impedance
of an antenna contains these three items ,
all listed in ohms. The exact value of the
impedance will depend on many condi
tions, as we will see.

SWR-Standing Wave Ratio

Probably the most popular SUbject heard
on the ai r is that of SWR-standing wave
ratio . Amateurs treat SWR as they would
the health of their mother-in-law or the
lAS-with lots of interest and respect. A
feed line has what is called a "character
lstic impedance," and th is is determined
by the size and spacing of the conduc tors
plus the d ielectric of the material used to
separate the conductors. Because these
items remain constant, the charactertst-

ic impedance of a feed line always re
mains the same.

The standing wave ratio is determined
by the antenna teeopomt impedance (in
ohms) and the impedance of the leed line
(also in ohms). We calculate the SWR by
dividing one impedance into the other.
For example, a 100 ohm impedance fed
by a 50 ohm line wou ld have an SWR of 2
to 1 (1(0150). In the October 1951 issue of
QST I had an art ic le called " The Moni
match, " which was about a rather simple
circu it that would measure standing
wave ratios in coaxial lines. The methods
01 measuring standing wave ratios were
known, but noone actually had built an in
expensive working device at that time .
The Monimatch was an easy-to-bene. in
expensive unit that immediately caught
on with the amateur frate rnity . It was rea
sonably accurate, but what was impor
tant about the device was that it really
changed the course of amateur radio.
Amateurs who had been working out
without any serious problems and who
were perfectly happy with the ir system
suddenly had a way to measure SWR.
and what they lound drove many of them
up a wa ll (or I should say tower, so to
speak). From tnattime cnevervcne using
coaxial feed lines was very unhappy if he
or she didn't have an SWR of 1 to 1, or
very close to it.

Up to that point in time, in fact , we had
transmitters that could couple any mis
matched antenna load because the
method to do so was built in. But as time
went on the re was less and less home
built gear, and the commerc ial gear grad
ually became fixed tuned devices that re
quired a fixed load. usually 50 ohms and a
1 to 1 SWR. That is what we have today.

In orde r for modern transceivers to
work efficient ly. the ante nna system load
must be near a pe rfect match-or more
bluntly ,be less than 2 to 1 mismatch.This
is the load presented at the antenna ter
m inal 01 the transmitter. Let 's digress for
a moment and go back to impedances.
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verticals , not, for example, 20 metersand
up, where full Quarte r-wavelength verti
cals are normally used. (On 20 meters a
quarter wavelength is on the order of 16
feet or so.) In these cases the radiation
resistance gets up to 30 ohms or so,
meaning ground losses are not as
pronounced.

Antenna Gain
What Do We Mean?

One SUbject an amateur will hear prob
ably more than any other is that of anten
na gain. There are two basic ways in
which we relate antenna gain, and now
because of computers we are gelling a
third .The first is to rate gain of antenna as
compared to an isotropic radiator .An iso
tropic radiator is rea lly a theoretica l an
tenna and does not exist in actual prac
tice. Basically, an isotropic antenna is
one which radiates equally well in all di
rections. The sun or a star would be a fair
ly good example of an isotropic radiator.

The second and more common method
is to compare an antenna's gain with that
of a common half-wavelength resonant
dipole. When we compare antennas to an
isotropic radiator, we rate Ihem as dec i
bels of gain over an isotropic, or dBi
(when the antenna is compared to a di- ,
pole, dBd) . The actual numbers are sim
ple enough. Considering the isotropic to
have zero gain,lhen a half-wavelength d i
pole has a ga in of 2.14 dB compared to
the isotropic radiator. (A nau-waverenqtn
dipole will have a figure-eight pattern with
two main lobes, and it is these lobes
which have the qain.} A three-element
Yag i beam, for example, could have a
gainof 7 dBover a dipole ,or we could add
2,14 gain-9.14 dB gain over an isotropic.

The third measurement that is crop
pmg up involves computer modeling.
First let me state that with the advent of
computers programs are now availab le
which will completely analyze any anten
na you can dream up. In this case we can
have two ratings--(1) a thing called free
space gain, which like the isotropic is a
theoretical gain but is extremely useful in
modeling and comparing antennas , and
(2) the actual modeled gain over real
ground.

In free space there is nothing to "modi
fy" the antenna pattern unless you put
something else directly in the antenna
area when it is being modeled. When we
model, say, a dipole over earth, we apply
3dB gain to the antenna 's major lobes. In
addition , if the earth happens to be a per"
feet reflector , the sky signal is aug
mented by 3 dB with the signal reflected
by the perfect earth. This is oversimplify
ing the explanation, but you could wind up
with as much as 6 dBgain as compared to
a tree-space pattern. All this means is
that there are three (or fou r if we count

You know what the impedance is com
posed of by now,but what determines tne
value of the impedance?

There are many factors that control
the impedance. The first and pr imary one
is the length of the antenna. For example ,
an 80 meter half-wavelength antenna,
about 130 feet long, would have a center
impedance of 70 ohms (if the antenna
was the correct height above a perfect
ground). Of this 70 ohms about 68 ohms
would be the useful radiation resistance ,
while only 2 ohms would be ohmic losses.
This is very efficient . In fact , the simple
half wavelength dipole is the most etticl
ent antenna you can find. But instead of
80 meters , what happens to the antenna
impedance when we go on 40? Here we
have a full-wavelength antenna and the
impedance goes up to 4000 ohms or so.
With a 50 ohm coaxial feed th is would
mean an SWR of80 to 1! I can guarantee
your modern transmitter would be com
pletely shut off with such a load.

We see therefore that the length of an
antenna greatly affects the impedance.
However (and keep this in mind as we dis
cuss antennas), usually, regardless of
the impedance, the bigger the antenna is
for a given frequency , the better it is .
There is an old joke in amateur radio
about this: Always make your antenna as
big as possible and put it up as high as
possible. If it stays up, then it isn't big
enough or high enough !

Another factor that controls the imped
ance is the height of the antenna above
ground. Also , the antenna's proximity to
trees , metal , power lines, etc. wilt affect
the impedance. In a beam antenna the
presence of the reflector and director
greatly affec t the impedance. I am not
sure if it is always true, but usually the
presence of other objects lowers the im
pedance. Also. shortening an antenna
physically will always reduce the radia
tion resistance. For example, shortened
verticals requ ire matching devices to
transform the impedance of the antenna
to that of the feed line used.

The most startling example of a short
ened antenna would probably be an 8 or 9
foot mobile wh ip used on 80 meters. The
radiation resistance becomes a fraction
of an ohm, while the ohmic resistance is
on the order of a couple of ohms. Remem
ber what I said at the starl: The radiation
resistance is the useful part of the imped
ance. Assuming you were running 100
watts intoan80meter mobile whip ,only a
fraction of the power would be radiated
because the ohmic losses would con
sume nearly au the power as heat , This is
why it is so important to use good grounds
in HF mobile work-just so you can reo
duce those ohmic losses and have a bet
tar ratio of ohmic to radiation resistance .

I don't want the uninitiated to be misled
here. I am talking strictly about imped
ances of drastically shortened low-band
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This is an antenna called the zt.-scecier.
which is a very excellent performer and to
my knowledge has been around for many
years.In rect.r used two cittetent construe
lion versions back in 1947, It consists ba
sically of a driven element and reflector ,
both lolded dipoles and both driven via a
135degreephasing line.Theantenna hasa
gain over a dipole of approximately 5 dB.
Theoretically, and lor a single angle, it
could have an infinite front-to-back rauo.
But in actual practice, in my own tests, I
found it tobeontheorder of20dB-maybe
slightly more (which is not abad numberby
any means).

As people who know me can state, I love
to make good-performing antennas. The
ZL.speeial can be constructed for relative
ly little cost. The antenna can be coo
structed from 300 ohm twin lead or 450
ohm open-wire line. Also, in the drawing
are the formulas tor each of the three
pieces-the driven element, the reflector,
andthephasing line. Forexample, the long
est element is derived from 468 divided by
Ihe frequency (in megaHertZ-468/28.S
MHz = 16.4 feel).

At the time r built mine bamboo fishing
poles were common, so I merely taped the
twin lead to the poles andthen mounted the
poles on some 2 x 2 wood supports. The
tcomwas az x 4,You could use the same
techniques, but use PVC %inch diameter
pipe to hold the twin lead If you are only
concerned about two directions, you can
support the ends of the beam with two
wooden or PVC rods andthen flip theanten
na over to change directions. Don't write
and ask me how this antenna would work if
it was suspended from one end, a /a verti
cal. I oon't know. If you try it that way(andit
should work), write and let me know.

The leed-point impedance of this anten
na is about 70 ohms.Certified Communrca
nons sells 70 ohm twin lead, so you could
use that to the station and then a 1 to 1 ba
lun into your rig The 70/50 ohm mismatch
is not worth worrying about . Still another
method (and the one I used) is to feed with
3OO 0hmline (or the4500hm line),bring the
teeonne into the station Transmatch, and
tune the system. The SWR in this case is
not worth considering, and the system
worked line for me.This antenna, as I said,
is anoutstanding performer andcosts very
little,

Fig, 2- The ZL-Special, an outstanding
performer which costs very little.
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To Match or Not To Match

This diagram shows a basic ground-
plane vert ical with three radials. This is one
of Ihe simplest antennas to build . and it is
guaranteed towork.t use elect ric ian's thin
wall ~ inch diameter tUbing for tne element
PVC is slipped over the base to make an in
sulated Support. The formula lor y'-wave
heights is given, and these lengths apply to
both the vertical and the radials (wire).

As shown in the diagram. tne antenna is
fed at the base w ith 50 ohm coax. the inner
conductor going to the vertical and the
shield connecting to the three radials . The
leed impedance 01 this antenna is on the
order of 35 ohms. which is very close to a
match. Having the radials slope downward
ra ises the impedance, and at eccot a es oe
gree soce the impedance will approximate
soonme Many amateurs mount their verti
carsonwoooenor insulated poles and then
use the radials as part cttre guying setup
The ends of the radials should be kept out 01
reach because of the possibility 01 AF
burns. The antenna can be mocnteo at
earth level, but pertormance always im
proves With height.

vou'u often hear the statement that the
best antenna is a resonant antenna . I
don 't agree because the statement is
misleading, and I will show you why . In
the first place, as I pointed out in discuss
ing impedance, an antenna is only going to
be resonant for a very. very few kiloHertz.
It would be fine if we were in the broad
cast business and limited to a single t re
quency, but we are not. We OSY up and
down the band or bands, many times with
the same antenna, as the mood suits us.
So raising your blood pressure over hav
ing a resonant antenna is pointless . What
isn 't po int less is that we must get the
power into Ihe antenna ,

Our problem resolves itself down to a
rattier simple one: How much power can
we get out of a modern solid-state trans
mitter before it shuts itself down. andlor

Fig. 3-A basic ground-plane vertical with
three radials .

tree-space modeling) methods of assess
ing gain .
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Usually the center of the antenna is hung
from the tower or a high support and the
ends brought down. Many amateurs go to
great lengths to try to orient such anten
nas for 80 or 40 so that they think they are
getting the maximum lobe in a desired di
rection, as determined from handbook
antenna patterns. The only problem here
is tha t in order to obtain the desired pat
tern on these bands, the antenna has to
be on the order of at least 60 feet high on
40 and twice that on 80. As you approach
the earth, the patterns on these bands
tend to become omnidi rectional, so in es
sence you have to accept the fact that the
antenna will be omnidi rectional on these
bands. I m ight add th is is al so true of
strictly horizontal antennas. It is true that
there is some vertical low-angle radiat ion
f rom inverted Vees , but such patterns are
very difficult to predict .The best test here
is to put 'em up and t ry 'em.

In part two of the series we will contm
ue this discussion .

(to be continued)
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nons could require an entire book , but
there are some basic s worth noting here .
I am going to treat feed-line radiation
later, so I' ll only touch on it briefly here. If
the antenna has a desired pattern , then it
is imperative that the feed line does no t
radiate. One way to help avoid the prob
lem is to make sure of the manner in
which the feed line comes away from the
antenna. In a beam installation where a
tower is used. it is important that aI/lines
are brought down straight from the beam
at least one-quarter to one-half wave
length (lowest frequency) from the anten
na . In fact , if the lines can be buried at the
bottom of the tower and carried under
ground to the station, th is will c reate the
best possible installat ion . Of course , you
cannot bury open-wire lines. Try to bring
the feed line down from the antenna as
straight as possible and far as possible
before going to the station .

Probably the most common type of
multiband antenna (80 through 10, or
even including 160) is an inverted Vee.

when does the antenna system become
reactive? In some cases you can tolerate
a 2 to 1 mismatch in the antenna system,
but I have found from experience that
modern rigs tend to shut down at about
1.5 to 1 or slightly higher.

Antenna impedances can vary widely ,
from as low as a fract ion of an ohm towel!
over 4000 ohms, and with plenty of reac
ta nce present. As I mentioned earlier, an
80 meter half-wavelength dipole has an
impedance of about 70 ohms on 80, but
when used on 40 it becomes a full wave
with an impedance of 4000 ohms. Unfor
tunately, coaxial feed lines do not like
high SWAs because the losses go up, as
does the danger of line breakdown when
usi ng high power .

The problem that many amateurs , par
ticularly newcomers, have is understand
ing reactance , mismatches , and the role
a Transmatch plays . It can be a very com
plex subjec t for any given system. How
ever, it is possible to simplify the subject
to a certain degree. First , let me dispose
of a few erroneous conclusions many
amateurs reach. Some amateurs believe
that if you have a very high SWR , the feed
line will raoate tano cause th ings such as
TVI and BCI). This is erroneous thinking.
Regardless of the SWR, the SWR will not
cause a line to radiate. Keep in mind tha t
all two-conductor lines as we know them
(including coax) are essent ially ba lanced
lines . I realize that many amateurs will
jump up and down and say that coax is an
unbalanced line, but if you realty th ink
about it , you will see that the two conduc
tors in coax are symmetrical, o r balanced
as to each other. The important point
here, though , is that being symmetrical ,
the RF currents flowing in each conduc
tor cancel any radiation from the line (or
are supposed to). Sometimes RF from the
antenna will be coupled back to the feed
er, c reating a condition called parallel
standing waves, and in such a case the
feed line will radiate. However, this is not
supposed to happen. (Much more about
this condition later .)

Also, without becoming too technical ,
any reactance present at the antenna will
exist in the system load-or should I say
" can" exist but may be a d ifferent value .
What is importa nt here is that regardless
of how bad th is mismatch is, o r how much
the reactance is, it is possible with a
Transmatch to adjust the device so that
you always present a perfec t 1 to 1 load at
the transmitter. And aga in, we make the
system resonant . What we are able to do
is tune out the system load reactance,
step the impedance up or down to match
the 50 ohm output of the transmitter , and
thus get maximum transfer of energy and
good effic iency .

Antenna Installation

Covering the subject of antenna tnstatla-
VISA
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Last month we passed through the land of Reactance
and Impedance on our way to understanding antennas.
This month we pick up our travels when we study
actual antenna systems.

Basic Antenna Information
Part II

BY LEW McCOY· , W11CP

As I stated , we rare ly use a resonant an
tenna , but we can operat e quite easily
with an antenna system that is always
resonant. An "antenna sy stem" can con
sis t of the antenna proper, the feed line,
the grou nd connections or leads, mater
ial used to support the antenna, nearby
objects, and so on.

As I said earlier, we must "tune out "
the reactance in order to get an antenna
system to take power . We can do this by
using a Tra nsmatc h (another but technic
ally inappropriate name is "antenna tun
er " ).A Transmatch could be called anad
justable RF transformer and reactance
"tuner-outer ." It basically takes the an
tenna system load that is presented at the
end of the feed line in your station and
converts that load to a pure , non-reactive
50 ohm load-or in even simpler terms, a
1 to 1 load.

Fig . 1 shows Ihe circui t of a basic
Tra nsmatch that is capable of converti ng
any system load to a perfect 1 10 1 load,or
very close to it. Also shown is a photo of a
Tran smatch that I built and described a
few years back in CO (September 1986).
This unit, called " The No Holds Barred
Transmatch ," wi ll match an ything-and
I do mean anything-and is not difficu lt to

The Transmatch
Its Importance

match across the band, but I haven't
heard of it in years. Also , you can install
res istors in the antenna network to obtain
broadbanding , but I consider this waste
ful of power.

There is one approach to always main
taining a 1 to 1 load at the rig, and this is
via the use of a Tra nsmatch. If your nor
mal SWR is no higher than 5 to 1 and you
are running up to the legal limit , then I
would consider it okay to use a Trans
match and a good g rade of coax of the
half inch diameter type , but notRG 58/U!

c,
~---, -''------r---;

C2 Antenna

Ll u-
Rig

The impedance of these mult iband beams
and d ipoles would stay somewhere near
enough to 50 ohms so that amateurs
could use 50 or 70 ohm coax. At that lime,
in 1953, the tr ansmitters had very flexi 
ble amplifier tank circuits in the output of
the rig. It was possible to tu ne out reac
tance and match the antenna system to
the rig . Keep in mind that even w ith trap
antennas it was well nigh impossible to
have a match of 1.5 to 1 across some
bands.

What I am repeating here is that w ith
modern so lid-state rigs, a darn near per
fect load is required. In fact, I find it amus
ing , because most of the modern rigs are
0f:Y0N marketed with built-in antenna tuners
(that sometimes cost extra) which are
realty an extension of the old-fashioned
tank circuits .

What you find w ith antennas is that it is
vi rtually impossible to come up with a
tr ap or "loaded" antenna that will cover
all bands , particularly 80 through 10 me
ters, and all frequencies and stay below 2
to 1 SWA. There was one broadbanded
80 meter d ipole marketed for a while
which used a complex t ransformer in the
feed point which was nearly a perfect

Fig . 1- This is the basic circuit used in
manyoftoday's Transmatches. This sim
ple T network will match any load from
zilch to zilch . The typical values are as fol
lows: for C1, 250 pF, for C2, 300 pF, and
the variable inductor 18 or more micro
Henries to cover from 80 through t o me
ters. L1 could be a tapped induc tor, but

the matching range is not as great.

' Tecnmcet Editor, CO, 200 Idaho St., Sil
ver City, NM 88061

Inthe first part of this series I discussed
antenna impedances and reactance, plus
how to handle them. Now let's get into ac
tual antenna systems.

The "Best" Multiband System

For years I have pushed very hard for one
type 01 mult iband antenna system-so
hard. in fact . that many amateurs call it
the McCoy system. It would be dishonest
for me 10 claim credit. because the anten
na system existed long before I started
extolling tts virtues. Before discussing this
and other systems please allow me to
philosophize about amateurs and anten
nas , if I might.

From my yea rs of observations (some
60 years 10 be exact) I have found that
amateu rs are essentially lazy, and I am
no exception. Why? Such a sta tement is
easy 10 prove.

After World War II coax feed line be
came very popular. At the same time tel
evision came along , creating severe prob
lems for many, many amateurs . Amateur
radio quickly went to completely shield
ed transmitters, shielded filters, and coax
ial feed lines. This created antenna prob
lems for amateurs who wanted to operate
mu lt iband but still maintain their 50 ohm
integ rity in filters and so on.

An amateur named Buchanan,
W3DU, who was (and is) very smart,
came up with the excellent concept of us
ing traps (coils and capacitors) in dipoles
and beams to " multiband" them in that
he used a single coaxial feed line. (You
learned about reactance earlier, and a
"trap" is merely a device that presents
an extremely high reactance to undesired
frequencies, but the reactance doesn't
exist on the desired fr equency or band.)
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This is an interior view of the No Holds Barred Transmatch. Th is unit will handle the le
gal limit and will match any antenna load the user will encounter.

build. (photocopies of the article are
available from CO for $2.50 and an SASE.
A kit of parts for The No Holds Barred
Transmatch is available from Radiokit,
P.O. Box 973-G, Pelham, NH 03076.)

When amateurs ask me what I suggest
for a multiband antenna , my answer is
nearly always the same: a dipole of inde
terminate length, fed at the center with an
open-wire-type line. By indeterminate
length I mean finding two supports , mak
ing a wire that long, cutting it at the cen
ter, and installing an insulator. I feed this
with an open-wire line. Oh, yes. How long
should the feed line be? Simple. It should
be long enough to reach your station. This
is what many amateurs call the McCoy
antenna system, but as I said above , it
was around long before my time . I might
add that the antenna works well in an in
vetted-vee configuration.

What is the minimum acceptable
length for such an antenna? Keep in mind
that any piece of metal-even a paper
clip-is an antenna or even a multiband
antenna. However , as you have already
learned, the shorter the antenna, the low
er the impedance. As a general rule , the
overall length of a multiband dipole, to
keep losses low, would be on the order of
one-quarter wavelength. In other words.
about 60 feet for operation on 80 through
10. That doesn 't mean a dipole 30 or 40
feet long won 't work on 800r even 160. It
will , but just not as well. The feed line ir
such cases should be open-wi re-line types

As to length? Another myth in amateur
radio is to make the feed line a half wave-

Say You Saw II In CO

length long or multiples thereof. Just
think about how stupid th is is when you
operate all ba nds and all frequencies.
The only time we are interested in using
half-wavelength feed lines is to measure
the antenna impedance, because the im
pedance repeats at the half-wave points.
Even so, there isn't one amateur in
10 ,000 who would have the equipment to
make such measurements, and the mea
surements would probably be useless af
ter you got them. How long should a feed
line be? Simple. Long enough to reach
from your antenna to the rig!

Still another myth I have been hearing
more and more is that certain feed-line
lengths will change the antenna pattern .
That is strictly hogwash. The purpose of a
feed line is to carry the power f rom the rig
to the antenna , do it as efficiently as pos
sible , and most important , do it without
radiating. If the line radiates, obviously it
is an antenna. Keep in mind that in a prop
erly operating feed line the currents or
voltages in a balanced line cancel any ra
diation from the line.

So, is it as simple to make a multiband
antenna by just making it reach between
two points? The answer is mostly yes, but
as I mentioned above, there are a couple
of c riteria worth following. As I said at the
outset in the first part , make the antenna
as long as you possibly can. In fact, once
you exceed one-half wavelength for any
given band, the longer antenna will pro
duce multi-lobes with gain when used on
the higher bands.

This is one of my arguments with the

~_-----

GSRVantenna. There is nodoubt that this
is a popular antenna, but when all is said
and done, when used throughout the am
ateur bands , 80 through 10 meters, it is
merely a tuned system consisti ng of a di
pole 102 feet in length. In othe r words, fo r
the antenna to work on all bands and all
frequenc ies, it must be a tuned system
using a Transmatch.

There is one very misleading state
ment made about this antenna which
should be cleared up . The antenna pro
per is 102 feet overall, the center being
connected to a 16 foot length of twin lead
or open-wire-type line. The implication
then is made that th is 16 feet of feeders
acts as part of the antenna (in other
words , increasing the length of the anten
na to 134 feet, 16 feet times two conduc
to rs). A fact of antenna life is that a feed
line is not part of an antenna. A feed line
should not radiate . If it does, it is an an
tenna .

Another common misunderstanding is
that ce rtain lengths of feed line will
change the antenna pattern. Aga in, don 't
mi sunderstand. A feed line c an radiate if
it has what is called " para llel standing
waves" present on the line. Normally this
is a very undesired condition. As I told you
in Part J, the feed line currents should
cancel radiation. But if parallel stand ing
waves are present , th is phase relat ion
ship of canc ellation ceases to exist and
the line radiates. I said " normally," and
I'll tell you why.

Feeder radiation mayor may not be a
serious problem. If you buy or construct a
beam antenna, you expect a certain pat
tern as to gain , tront-to-back. and front-to
side . However, if the coaxial feed line is
radiating, the pattern can be shot to heck
- o r at the least be messed up. To illus
trate this point it is worth telling you about
something that happened to me years ago.

Some years ago there was an amateur
radio distributor/ma nufacturer called
Wor ld Radio in Council Bluffs , Iowa. They
put together a package deal which in
cluded one of their transmitters , a tower ,
and a triband trap beam. The deal was
popular , and many amateurs, includ ing
two neighboring amateurs who lived in
south Texas, bought this setup. In ot her
words, they had identical setups-almost !

The problem they encountered was
that when they started to make signal
comparisons , they found a great varia
tion in the tront-to-oack patterns of the
two antennas fo r each of the three bands
-and I mean great variations . One ama
teur, for example , would have an 53 or 4
difference on 10 meters, while the other
would have exactly what was claimed for
the antenna.

The result of their confusion was a let
ter to me when I was working in the Tech
nical Department of theARRL. Much cor
respondence flowed back and forth, but I
could arrive at no good answer. It turned
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Antenna
---I

Fig.3 - When connecting coax to an anten
na directly, you should connect both the
inside and outside of the outer conductor

to one side. (See text for explanation.)

Less than 3"

4·wire rotator cable

NOTE :
Length of each antenna and radial tor given

band _~

EXAMPlE:
28.4 MHz _ 8'3"

Fig . 4 - In Part 1,/ showeda simple single
band ground plane. Here is a multiband
ground-plane vertical. Use ordinary four
conductor TV rotor cable for the anten
nas. Simply peel back the insulation and
cut the antennas and radials to the de
sired length. The antenna can be sus
pended, or the ventcst section construct-

edas described previously.

Outer braid

RF will f low on the
outer su r1ace oltha

center conduc1or

( RF wi l1 l low on the
inside surtace 01 the

braid (outer conductor)

Fig. 2- If you were to cut a piece of coax
flat or square across the end and view it.
you wouldsee that the RF ttowts on the in
side of the outer conductor and on the
outside of the outer conductor. As I
pointed out, there should be no flow on

the outside of the outer conductor.

out that I had to go to Texas on a lecture
tou r. SO I arranged to visit these two ama
teurs. After much checking and observ
ing I realized that the only d ifference was
that the amateurs used d ifferent lengths
of coax in their feed systems. I knew
about line radiation , but at that time I did
not think it important enough to mess up
the patterns. Well. I was wrong. Using a
grid dip meter I found that the outside of
the outer conductors was resonant in the
bands with which we were having the
problems, so changing feed-line lengths
corrected the problems, and both beams
became identical as to tront-to-oack per
formance. The result was an artic le I
wrote some years ago in OST called
" When Is A Feed Line Not A Feed Line?"

Getting back to our discussion, sup.
pose on the other hand you put up a multi
band horizontal d ipole and got feed-l ine
radiat ion? Is this necessarily harmful?
Probably not , because the feed-l ine radi
at ion is going to go somewhere and work
someone for you , because normally it
would not be lost power but actual radiat
ed power. To be honest. I prefer a feed
line that doesn't radiate because I then
know what to expect .Of course , if you are
sawy, you are going to ask , "How do I
stop my feed line from radiating?" That is
a good question .

If we study a piece of coaxial cable. we
find that we have a center conductor and
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This is a ba lun kit also marketed by Palomar, and it is quite simple to construct.

Here is a photo of territes slipped over RG-8 type coax to make a sleeve choke as de
scribed. This material is available from Palomar Industries.

lights would blink on and off. The answer
was that the w iring was resonant on 20
and of course coupled enoug h power
from the anten na to exc ite the lights !

So how do you find out if you have this
p roblem?One of the simplest ways is wi th
an RF powe r or SWA br idge. Nearly all
amateurs have one or two. Parallel stand
ing waves have one bad habit: They can
get into you r br idge and foul up the read
ings . One method of detect ing the pres
ence of parallel standing waves is to set
the SWA br idge in the reflected-reading
position and get enough of a reading so
that you can observe the meter . You only
need to run 25 watts or so (I don't recom
mend doing th is at high power.). Once
you have the reading, run your hand up
and down the outside of the coax, holding
your hand around the coax . Your body
and hand have enough capacitance to af
fect the line reading if parallel standing
waves are present.

Another method is to use a grid dip-me
ter. Form a sect ion of the coaxial line into
a small loop to fit over the gr id-dip coil.
Then grid dip the coax (you are actually
checking the outside of the outer conduc
tor). If you find a dip in the band with
wh ich you are concerned, you should
change the length of the line to move that
dip out of the band. In other words, make
the braid nonresonant. Oversimplifying,
you have created a hig h-impedance and
reactive path for that outer braid outer
conductor at you r antenna.

During WW II the Germans found that
their intelligence operations were being
compromised. They discovered that the
enemy (us) was managing to detect the
signals that were supposed to be en
c losed inside the coax l ines, whenactual
Iy the signals were leaking to the outside.
They found that by using toroidal chokes
slipped over the coax , they could elimi
nate the problem. This cure works fo r us
with antenna feed lines.

Wal t Maxwell , W2DU, recently de
scribed curing AF on the outside of lines
by using toreros slipped over the coax to
act as a cu rrent choke to choke off the RF
flow . (This system has proven very suc
cessful in my tests .) I strongly recom
mend the W2DU approach because a
properly designed " sleeve balun" is a
ve ry low-loss device, and Walt Maxwell
has made very extensive checks to prove
the benefits of this type of balun.

I therefore recommend two steps: Use
the sleeve balun and also make sure any
lines are nonresonant. Then you should
not have any problems. See Part III for
more on this p roblem.

All th is may be a tempest in a teapot if
YOU 'll forgive my cliches. However, I have
seen and known many amateurs who
bought a beam and the n complained
about front to back and so on when the
fault was feed-line radiation. I know. I've
been there. In Part III, I will discuss feed
Jines and more about antennas. OOI

teurs in Texas both had baluns on their
beams.) Unfortunately, baluns are not al
ways the answer, and here is wh y.

If the length of the feed-line outer con
ducto r f rom wh ere it is attached to the an
tenna to where it ultimately reaches earth
ground happens to be electrically reso
nant to the band or bands we are using,
we can have a problem. Let me state fi rst
that we don't know where electrical
g round is; the line goes th rough SWR and
power bridges, tuners, switches, rigs,
etc. , before it finally reaches ground and
establishes its length.

_ Let's backtrack a little here . Why are
we concerned that the outside of the
coax is resonant? Quite simple. The fie ld
of RF surrounding a t ransmitt ing antenna
is very, very strong. Any wire or meta l that
is resonant and happens to be inthat field
is going to couple RF to itself, and in our
case it happens to be the feed line. (You
can see why a balun mayor may not help
the situatlon.) I recall when I fi rst got into
amateur radio I lived in a house that had
old-fashioned knob and tube wiring .
Whenever I we nt on 20 meter CW the

,

an outer conductor, the oute r conductor
being in the form of a sheath of copper
strands. RF will f low on the outside of the
inner conductor and on the inside of the
outer sheath (see fig . 2). There should be
no RF flowi ng on the outside of the outer
conductor. When we connect the coax
line to the dipole antenna as in fig. 3, we
unavoidably must connect both the in
side and outside of the outer sheath (the
entire braid) to one side of the antenna.

Remember earlier I spoke of reac
tance and how it slops the flow of RF. In
this case if there is no reactance at the
anten na feed point to stop the flow of RF
down the outside of the outer conductor,
then we will have parallel sta nding
waves. This isn't an easy concept to ex
plain or understand, but it happens.

Antenna baluns are widely used by am
ateurs for the purpose of divorcing the
feed line from the antenna to prevent
such coupling of RF to the outside of the
line.The word " balun" means "balanced
to unbalanced." In my judgment baluns
are fine when they work, and I would cer
tainly recommend them. (The two ama-
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